Abstract. Zero forcing is an iterative graph coloring process whereby a colored vertex with a single uncolored neighbor forces that neighbor to be colored. It is NP-hard to find a minimum zero forcing set -a smallest set of initially colored vertices which forces the entire graph to be colored. We show that the problem remains NP-hard when the initially colored set induces a connected subgraph. We also give structural results about the connected zero forcing sets of a graph related to the graph's density, separating sets, and certain induced subgraphs, and we characterize the cardinality of the minimum connected zero forcing sets of unicyclic graphs and variants of cactus and block graphs. Finally, we identify several families of graphs whose connected zero forcing sets define greedoids and matroids.
Introduction
Zero forcing is an iterative graph coloring process where at each time step, a colored vertex with a single uncolored neighbor forces that neighbor to be colored; the zero forcing number of a graph is the cardinality of the smallest set of initially colored vertices which causes the entire graph to be colored. Zero forcing was introduced in an AIM workshop on linear algebra and graph theory in 2006 [2] and was used to bound the maximum nullity (equivalently, the minimum rank) of the family of symmetric matrices described by a graph. Despite being NP-hard to compute [1] , the zero forcing number is generally more attainable than the maximum nullity, which makes it a valuable tool in the study of this algebraic parameter. In addition to its original linear algebraic application, zero forcing has found a variety of uses in physics, logic circuits, coding theory, power network monitoring, and in modeling the spread of diseases and information in social networks; see [9, 10, 22, 35] for more details. The zero forcing number has also been used to bound or approximate various other graph parameters [3, 33] . Closed formulas, characterizations, and bounds for the zero forcing number have been derived for graphs with special structure (cf. [2, 5, 16, 28] ).
A natural graph theoretic variant of zero forcing is obtained by requiring every set of initially colored vertices to induce a connected subgraph. This extension of zero forcing, called connected zero forcing, was introduced by Brimkov and Davila in [8] ; that paper explored the differences and similarities between zero forcing and connected zero forcing, established several structural results about connected zero forcing sets, and characterized the connected zero forcing numbers of several families of graphs. A concurrent paper by Davila et al. [12] explored bounds on the connected zero forcing number in terms of other graph parameters.
Studying connected zero forcing can further the understanding of the forcing process and the underlying structure of forcing sets in general. Moreover, in a connected graph G, the connected zero forcing number is a sharp upper bound to the maximum nullity, path cover number, chromatic number minus one, and power domination number of G [8, 12] . Requiring a zero forcing set to be connected also has meaningful interpretations in many of the physical phenomena modeled by zero forcing. For example, it is often the case that ideas or diseases originate from a single connected source in a social network or geographic region; thus, connected zero forcing may be better suited to model propagation in those scenarios. As another example, in the application of zero forcing to power network monitoring, 1 one could imagine a scenario where in addition to the production cost of the phase measurement units, there is a significant cost to dispatch a technician to install and maintain the units. Thus, an electric power company may seek to place all measurement devices in a compact, connected region in the network so that a technician can be sent on a single trip to install or maintain the devices, in addition to installing the smallest number of devices necessary to monitor the entire system.
Other variants of zero forcing, such as positive semidefinite zero forcing and signed zero forcing, have also been studied. These are typically obtained by modifying the color change rule or adding certain restrictions to zero forcing, and are often designed to bound different linear algebraic parameters. For example, in the positive semidefinite variant, the zero forcing color change rule acts separately on certain induced subgraphs; the minimum cardinality sets which force a graph using this modified rule are used to study the maximum nullity of the positive semidefinite matrices described by the graph (cf. [4, 15] ). Similarly, the signed variant can be used to bound the maximum nullity of a matrix with a given sign pattern [20] .
Another related graph parameter whose connected variant has been investigated is the domination number -the minimum cardinality of a vertex set S which contains or is adjacent to every vertex in the graph; requiring S to be connected results in the connected domination number, which has distinct properties and applications. Connected domination has been extensively studied, e.g., in [31, 11, 13] ; both domination and connected domination are NP-complete [19] , with the latter generally being harder to solve exactly. Nevertheless, there are some strategies to improve on a brute force enumeration algorithm despite the non-locality of the connected domination problem (see, e.g., [18] ).
As one of the main results of this paper, we establish the NP-completeness of connected zero forcing. Thus, as with zero forcing, this problem cannot be solved efficiently in general, but there can be bounds in terms of other graph parameters and characterizations for specific graphs. To this end, we give two lower bounds on the connected zero forcing number in terms of certain vertices and induced subgraphs in the graph. We also characterize the connected zero forcing numbers of unicyclic graphs and some variants of cactus and block graphs. Related parameters of such graphs have been investigated in the past (and sometimes rediscovered): for example, [6] and [21] give polynomial time algorithms for the path cover number of trees; [25] and [2] respectively show that for trees, the path cover number equals the maximum nullity and the zero forcing number; [8] gives a linear time algorithm for the connected zero forcing number of trees and characterizes graphs in which it equals the zero forcing number; [2] and [24] show that in block graphs, the maximum nullity equals the zero forcing number; [17] surveys several characterizations and gives polynomial time algorithms for the maximum nullity and path cover number of unicyclic graphs; [30] and [32] show that the zero forcing number of unicyclic graphs and cactus graphs equals the path cover number; [34] characterizes the power domination number of block graphs.
In general, since connectivity is a global property, non-local problems like connected zero forcing are typically much harder to solve exactly than their non-connected analogues. However, there are some other simple cases where efficient computation is possible. If the connected zero forcing number Z c (G) is known to be very small or very large, an enumeration approach can be used to find a minimum connected zero forcing set in polynomial time. For example, if
, it can be checked whether each of the n k1 + · · · + n k2 sets of vertices of appropriate size is connected and forcing in O(n 2 ) time, so Z c (G) can be computed in O((k 2 − k 1 )n 2+k2 ) time. An enumeration approach can also be used to efficiently compute the connected zero forcing number of graphs with polynomially many connected induced subgraphs; see [27] for another dynamic graph coloring process which can be solved efficiently in such graphs. In the last part of the paper, we identify some graphs in which even a greedy algorithm can be used to obtain a minimum connected zero forcing set; for some of these graphs, the collection of all connected zero forcing sets can be used to define greedoids and matroids.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we recall some graph theoretic notions, specifically those related to zero forcing. In Section 3, we obtain some novel structural results about connected zero forcing, and recall some results from [8] which are used in the sequel. In Section 4, we prove that connected zero forcing is NP-complete. In Section 5, we give closed formulas for the connected zero forcing numbers of unicyclic graphs, and variants of cactus graphs and block graphs. In Section 6, we establish a connection between connected zero forcing sets and accessible set systems. We conclude with some final remarks and open questions in Section 7.
Preliminaries

Graph theoretic notions
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E of two-element subsets of V . The order and size of G are denoted by n = |V | and m = |E|, respectively. Two vertices v, w ∈ V are adjacent, or neighbors, if {v, w} ∈ E. If v is adjacent to w, we write v ∼ w; otherwise, we write v ∼ w. The neighborhood of v ∈ V is the set of all vertices which are adjacent to v, denoted N (v; G); the dependence on G can be omitted when it is clear from the context. The degree of v ∈ V is defined as d(v; G) = |N (v; G)|. The minimum degree and maximum degree of G are denoted by δ(G) and ∆(G), respectively. Given S ⊂ V , the induced subgraph G[S] is the subgraph of G whose vertex set is S and whose edge set consists of all edges of G which have both endpoints in S. The number of connected components of G will be denoted by κ(G), and an isomorphism between graphs G 1 and G 2 will be denoted by G 1 G 2 .
A leaf, or pendant, is a vertex with degree 1. An articulation point (also called a cut vertex ) is a vertex which, when removed, increases the number of connected components in G. Similarly, a bridge (also called a cut edge) is an edge which, when removed, increases the number of components of G. A biconnected component, or block, of G is a maximal subgraph of G which has no articulation points. An outer block is a block with at most one articulation point. A unicyclic graph is a graph with exactly one cycle. A cactus graph is a graph in which every block is a cycle or a cut edge, and a block graph is a graph in which every block is a clique. For other graph theoretic terminology and definitions, we refer the reader to [7] .
Zero forcing
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a set S ⊂ V of initially colored vertices, the color change rule dictates that at each integer-valued time step, a colored vertex u with a single uncolored neighbor v forces that neighbor to become colored; such a force is denoted u → v. The derived set of S is the set of colored vertices obtained after the color change rule is applied until no new vertex can be forced; it can be shown that the derived set of S is uniquely determined by S [2] . A zero forcing set is a set whose derived set is all of V ; the zero forcing number of G, denoted Z(G), is the minimum cardinality of a zero forcing set.
A chronological list of forces of S is a sequence of forces applied to obtain the derived set of S in the order they are applied; there can also be initially colored vertices which do not force any vertex. Generally, the chronological list of forces is not uniquely determined by S; for example, it may be possible for several colored vertices to force an uncolored vertex at a given step. A forcing chain for a chronological list of forces is a maximal sequence of vertices (v 1 , . . . , v k ) such that v i → v i+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k −1. A singleton chain is a forcing chain consisting of a single vertex, i.e., an initially colored vertex which does not force any vertex. If a vertex forces another vertex at some step of the forcing process, then it cannot force a second vertex at a later step, since that would imply it had two uncolored neighbors when it forced for the first time. Thus, each forcing chain induces a distinct path in G, one of whose endpoints is an initially colored vertex, and all other vertices are uncolored at the initial time step; we will say the initially colored vertex initiates the forcing chain. The set of all forcing chains for a chronological list of forces is called the chain set, and is uniquely determined by the chronological list of forces. Any chain set of a zero forcing set forms a path cover of G.
A connected zero forcing set of G is a zero forcing set of G which induces a connected subgraph. The connected zero forcing number of G, denoted Z c (G), is the cardinality of a minimum connected zero forcing set of G. For short, we may refer to these as connected forcing set and connected forcing number. Note that a disconnected graph can never have a connected forcing set.
Structural results and technical lemmas
An important concept to studying and understanding the zero forcing process is that of zero forcing spread of a vertex v and edge e in graph G; these parameters, defined as z(G; v) = Z(G)−Z(G−v) and z(G; e) = Z(G)−Z(G−e), respectively, describe the effects of deleting a vertex or edge from the graph on the zero forcing number of the graph. It has been shown in [14, 24] that the zero forcing spread of any vertex or edge is bounded by 1; more precisely, for any graph G, vertex v, and edge e, −1 ≤ z(G; v) ≤ 1 and −1 ≤ z(G; e) ≤ 1. In [8] , the analogous concept of connected forcing spread of a non-articulation vertex v was defined as z c (G; v) = Z c (G) − Z c (G − v), and it was shown that unlike the zero forcing spread, the connected forcing spread of a vertex can be arbitrarily large:
For any c 1 < 0 and c 2 > 0, there exist graphs G 1 and G 2 and vertices v 1 ∈ G 1 and v 2 ∈ G 2 such that z c (G 1 ; v 1 ) < c 1 and z c (G 2 ; v 2 ) > c 2 .
We now show that the same is true of the connected forcing spread of an edge e, which we define as z c (G; e) = Z c (G) − Z c (G − e). In this definition, we restrict e to be a non-cut edge of G, since a disconnected graph cannot have a connected forcing set. In particular, we show that unlike the zero forcing spread, the connected forcing spread of an edge can be arbitrarily large.
Proposition 2. For any c 1 < 0 and c 2 > 0, there exist graphs G 1 and G 2 and edges e 1 ∈ G 1 and e 2 ∈ G 2 such that z c (G 1 ; e 1 ) < c 1 and z c (G 2 ; e 2 ) > c 2 .
Proof. Let G 1 be the graph obtained by appending a pendant vertex to each endpoint of two maximally distant edges of an even cycle C 2k , k ≥ 4, and let e be an edge neither of whose endpoints are adjacent to a pendant; see Figure 1 , left for an illustration. It is easy to see that Z c (G 1 ) = 4 and Z c (G 1 − e) = k + 4. Thus, z c (G 1 ; e) = −k, which can be made smaller than any constant c 1 .
Let G 2 be the graph obtained by appending a copy of K 3 to each end of a path P k , and let e be an edge whose endpoints have degrees 2 and 3; see Figure 1 , Fig. 1 . Left: Deleting an edge from G1 makes Zc(G1) increase arbitrarily. Right: Deleting an edge from G2 makes Zc(G2) decrease arbitrarily.
right for an illustration. It is easy to see that Z c (G 2 ) = k + 2 and Z c (G 2 − e) = 2. Thus, z c (G 2 ; e) = k, which can be made larger than any constant c 2 .
Another important matter to consider when studying the forcing process is the relationship between the density of a graph and its connected forcing number. It can be readily verified that sparse graphs can have both large and small zero forcing numbers and connected forcing numbers; path graphs and star graphs are extremal in this regard. The following theorem shows that in contrast, dense graphs can only have "large" connected forcing numbers and zero forcing numbers.
Proof. Let n = |V | and suppose for contradiction that for every
are obtained by repeatedly deleting a vertex of minimum degree. By our assumption, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, δ(G i ) = o(n) so each G i has o(n) fewer edges than G i−1 . However, this is a contradiction, since n · o(n) = Ω(n 2 ). Thus, there must be some S ⊂ V for which δ(G[S]) = Ω(n).
Let R be a minimum connected forcing set of G; clearly |R| = O(n). Fix some chronological list of forces, and let v be the first vertex in S (if any) which forces another vertex. At that step of the forcing process, v and all-but-one of its neighbors must be colored; since δ(G[S]) = Ω(n), there must be Ω(n) colored vertices at the step when v performs a force. Since v is the first vertex in S to perform a force, each of v's neighbors in S is either in R, or has been forced by a distinct forcing chain (since if two vertices in S are in the same forcing chain, the one that comes first in the chain would have performed a force before v). If no vertex of S ever performs a force, then again each vertex in S is either in R, or has been forced by a distinct forcing chain. Since each forcing chain is initiated by a unique element in R, and since |R| ≥ |S| ≥ δ(G[S]) = Ω(n), it follows that Z c (G) = Θ(n).
A similar argument as above can be used to show that for G = (V, E) with
, as well. It should be noted that Theorem 1 describes only the asymptotic relationship between the density of a graph and its connected forcing number. It is also useful to obtain non-asymptotic bounds on the connected forcing number in terms of the edge count and other easily computable parameters; some progress to this end has been made in [12] . The next results in this section are also a step in this direction.
The following lemma generalizes a result from [8] regarding vertices which belong to every connected forcing set. In contrast, it has been shown that no vertex belongs to every zero forcing set [4] . Lemma 1. Let G be a connected graph, S be a separating vertex set of G, and V 1 , . . . , V k be the vertex sets of the connected components of G − S. If each vertex of S is incident to each
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary connected forcing set of G with an arbitrary chronological list of forces, and suppose R does not contain vertices from two compo-
must be forced by a vertex of S. However, no vertex of S can force v, since at that step every vertex of S has at least two uncolored neighbors -one in V 1 and one in V 2 . Thus, R must contain a vertex from at least k − 1 of V 1 , . . . , V k . In particular, if k ≥ 3, R must contain a vertex from at least two components of G − S. Since R is connected, and since any path between two vertices from different components of G − S must contain a vertex of S, R contains a vertex of S. Now suppose k = 2, and suppose for contradiction that R ⊂ V 1 . Let Z be the set of vertices of V 2 forced by vertices in S. We claim that Z is a zero forcing set of G[ 
vertex is either in Z or is in a forcing chain initiated by a vertex in Z; thus Z is a forcing set of G[V 2 ]. However, |Z| ≤ |S| since each vertex in S forces at most one vertex of V 2 in G; this contradicts the assumption that
is not. Thus, R contains a vertex of S.
We now fix some terminology and notation which will be used in the sequel.
is a path component of G − v, one of whose ends is adjacent to v in G. The neighbor of v in P will be called the base of the path, and p(v) will denote the number of pendant paths attached to v ∈ V . Definition 2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph. Define
When there is no scope for confusion, the dependence on G will be omitted.
Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph different from a path and R be an arbitrary connected forcing set of G. Then M ⊂ R.
Proof. Since an articulation point v is a separating set incident to each component of G − v, by Lemma 1, R must contain v for all v ∈ R 2 ∪ R 3 . Moreover, if all components of G − v are paths, then it is easy to verify that R consists of v and all-but-one bases of pendant paths attached to v, i.e. L ⊂ R. Now, suppose v is an articulation point such that not all components of G − v are paths. If R does not include any vertices from some component of G − v, that component must be a path, since otherwise the component cannot be forced by v alone, or R cannot be connected. Since by Lemma 1, R includes a vertex from at least all-but-one components of G − v, and since the excluded component can only be a path, it follows that for each u ∈ V , R includes at least all-but-one bases of pendant paths attached to u.
We recall a result from [8] which also concerns the set M defined above. This result is used in characterizing the connected forcing numbers of other tree-like graphs in the following sections.
Theorem 2.
[8] Let G be a tree different from a path; then M is a minimum connected forcing set of G.
The next result is also related to vertices which belong to every connected forcing set. ∈ M , so p ∈ R 1 . However, this means S contains a vertex of a pendant path, but not the vertex to which the path is attached -this contradicts S being connected or being forcing. Thus, there can be no forcing chain initiated outside B and passing through B.
Now suppose there is a (non-singleton) forcing chain starting at v ∈ B which contains another vertex of B. Using Proposition 3 and the fact that the only vertices which can belong to more than one block which is not part of a pendant path are the vertices in R 2 ∪ R 3 , we formulate the following lower bound on the connected forcing number.
Corollary 1. Let G be a connected graph, B be the set of blocks of G which are not cut edges of pendant paths of G, and let µ(v) denote the number of blocks a vertex v is part of. Then,
The bound in Corollary 1 is tight, for example in a cycle or complete graph; this bound can be used in conjunction with the bound Z c (G) ≥ |M | implied by Lemma 2.
NP-completeness of connected zero forcing
In this section, we show that computing the connected forcing number of a graph is NP-complete. To begin, we state the decision version of this problem. Proof. We will first show that CZF is in NP. Given a set S of vertices of G, it can be checked in polynomial time whether there is a vertex in S with exactly one neighbor not in S. Moreover, there cannot be more than |V | steps in a forcing process. Thus, a nondeterministic algorithm can check in polynomial time whether a subset of vertices of V is forcing, whether it induces a connected subgraph, and whether it has size at most k. Thus, CZF is in NP.
For our reduction, we select the problem of zero forcing, which was proved to be NP-complete in [1] . The decision version of zero forcing is stated below. PROBLEM: Zero forcing (ZF ) INSTANCE: A simple undirected graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k ≤ |V |. QUESTION: Does G contain a zero forcing set S of size at most k?
Next, we construct a transformation f from ZF to CZF . Let I = G, k be an instance of ZF , where G = (V, E) and V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }. We define Figure 1 for an illustration of G and G .
Finally, we will prove the polynomiality and correctness of f . Clearly, G can be constructed from G in polynomial time, so f is a polynomial transformation.
Suppose I = G, k is a 'yes' instance of ZF , i.e., that G = (V, E) has a zero forcing set S of size at most k. We claim that S := S ∪ {v * , 1 } is a connected forcing set of G . To see why, first note that since v * is adjacent to every vertex in S − {v * }, G [S ] is connected. Next, given an arbitrary chronological list of forces for S in G, each force can also be applied for S in G , since for any v ∈ V , N (v; G ) = N (v; G) ∪ {v * } and v * is initially colored; thus, when v has a single uncolored neighbor in G at some step of the forcing process, it will have the same uncolored neighbor in G . When all vertices of V in G are colored, 2 will be the only uncolored vertex in G , and it will be forced by v * . Thus S is a connected forcing set of G of size at most k + 2, so f (I) = G , k + 2 is a 'yes' instance of CZF .
Conversely, suppose f (I) = G , k + 2 is a 'yes' instance of CZF , i.e., that G has a connected forcing set S of size at most k + 2. Fix a chronological list of forces for S in G and suppose v * forces a vertex w ∈ V . Then, both 1 and 2 must be in S , since they are adjacent only to v * , which cannot force them if it forces w. Moreover, w must be the last uncolored vertex in G , since if there was another uncolored vertex, v * would have more than one uncolored neighbor and could not force w. If w is not an isolated vertex of G, then in the last step of the forcing process, w can be forced by one of its neighbors in V instead of by v * . If w is an isolated vertex of G, then it is a leaf of G , and the set S = S \{ 1 }∪{w} is also a connected forcing set of G , where v * does not force any vertex of V (if we use the same chronological list of forces, except in the last step, v * → 1 instead of v * → w). Thus, we can choose a connected forcing set S and a chronological list of forces for S such that v * does not force any vertex of V in G . We claim that S := S ∩ V is a forcing set of G. To see why, first note that v * must be in S by Lemma 2, and that for any v ∈ V , N (v; G) = N (v; G )\{v * }. Thus, each force between vertices of V in G can also be applied for S in G, since if v ∈ V has a single uncolored neighbor in G at some step of the forcing process, it will have the same uncolored neighbor in G. Moreover, since v * does not force any vertex in V , all vertices in V must be forced by the elements of S which are in V . Thus, S is a forcing set of G. Finally, to verify the size of S, note that by Lemma 2, v * and at least one of 1 and 2 must be in S , so k +2 ≥ |S | ≥ |S ∩V |+2 = |S|+2, so S has size at most k. Thus, if f (I) is a 'yes' instance of CZF , then I is a 'yes' instance of ZF .
In view of Theorem 3, we cannot hope to efficiently compute the connected forcing number of an arbitrary graph. However, in the following sections, we investigate certain graphs whose connected forcing numbers can be found in linear time, and graphs whose connected forcing numbers can be found using a greedy algorithm.
Characterizations of connected forcing numbers
Unicyclic graphs
In this section, we will derive a closed formula for the connected forcing number of a unicyclic graph G and give a linear time algorithm for finding a minimum connected forcing set of G. We first establish two technical lemmas which are applicable to arbitrary graphs that contain a cycle block.
Let G be a connected graph and C be the vertex set of a block of G such that G[C] is a cycle. Given vertices u and v of C, let (u → v) be the set of vertices of C encountered while traveling counterclockwise from u to v, not including u and v; note that (u → u) is also well-defined. Let (u →) be the neighbor of u which is counterclockwise of u in C, and (← u) be the neighbor of u which is clockwise of u in C. We will refer to (u → v) as a segment of C, and call u and v the ends of the segment.
Lemma 3. Let G be a connected graph and C be the vertex set of a block of G such that G[C] is a cycle. Then, any connected forcing set of G can exclude at most one segment of C.
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary connected forcing set of G. Suppose (u → v) and (x → y) are two non-intersecting and non-adjacent segments of C which are not contained in R (note that two intersecting or adjacent segments can be represented as a single segment). Without loss of generality, suppose u, v, x, and y lie on C in this counterclockwise order. Then R contains at least one vertex between v and x, and at least one vertex between y and u; however, these vertices cannot be connected in G[R] since all paths between them pass through the missing segments in C. Thus, there can be at most one segment of C which is not contained in R.
Lemma 4. Let G be a connected graph and C be the vertex set of a block of G such that G[C] is a cycle. A segment of C excluded from a connected forcing set of G can contain at most two articulation points, each of which is in R 1 (G).
Proof. Let R be an arbitrary connected forcing set of G and (u → v) be a segment of C not contained in R; by Lemma 2, M ⊂ R, so (u → v) cannot contain a vertex of M . Thus, each vertex in (u → v) is either a non-articulation point, or an articulation point in R 1 ; in the latter case, the entire pendant path attached to the vertex is also not in R since otherwise R could not be connected. Suppose (u → v) contains three distinct articulation points, p, q, and r, lying on C in this counterclockwise order. Every path from a vertex of C outside (u → v) to a vertex in (p → r) passes through p or r. However, once p and r are forced by some forcing chains starting outside (u → v), each of p and r will have two uncolored neighbors and will not be able to force another vertex. Thus, the vertices in (p → r) cannot be forced; note that (p → r) = ∅ since q ∈ (p → r). This contradicts R being a forcing set, so (u → v) can contain at most two articulation points.
Lemma 5. Let G be a unicyclic graph, C be the vertex set of the cycle of G, and (u * → v * ) be the largest segment of C such that
is a forcing set of G. Then R * is a minimum connected forcing set of G.
Proof. The vertices in V can be partitioned into M , C\M , and X, where X is the set of vertices in pendant paths of G which are not in M ; by Lemma 4, (u * → v * ) ⊂ C\M and any articulation points in (u
, and deleting all vertices in X ∪ (u * → v * ) from G does not disconnect it, so R * is a connected forcing set. Now suppose there is a connected forcing set R of G with |R | < |R * |. By Lemma 2, R contains all vertices in M . Thus R must contain at most
, which contradicts our assumption about (u * → v * ); thus, R includes some vertices of X. These vertices cannot be in pendant paths attached to vertices of (u → v ), since then R would be disconnected; if they are in pendant paths attached somewhere other than u and v , then a set R without them is a smaller connected forcing set than R , and we can henceforth consider R instead of R . Similarly, if the vertices of R in X are not the bases of the pendant paths containing them, then since R is connected, it must also include the bases of the pedant paths, and a set R without the non-base vertices of these pendant paths is a smaller connected forcing set than R . Thus, without loss of generality, suppose the vertices of R in X are the bases of pendant paths attached to u or v . Then, u and v would be able to initiate forcing chains. Let R be obtained from R by replacing the vertices in X by the vertices forced by u and v . This resulting set is of the form M ∪ C\(u → v ), and has the same cardinality as R , but (u → v ) is larger than (u * → v * ) -a contradiction. Thus, no connected forcing set of G can have cardinality less than |R * |, so R * is a minimum connected forcing set of G.
In view of Lemma 5, to find a minimum connected forcing set of a unicyclic graph G with cycle C, one could generate all connected subgraphs of C, check whether each subgraph together with M is forcing, and find the smallest one, in polynomial time. However, we will include a more thorough case analysis which reduces the number of segments that have to be compared, eliminates the need to check whether a set is forcing, and gives a linear time algorithm for finding a minimum connected forcing set of G.
To this end, we define a feasible segment to be a segment (u → v) for which R := M ∪ C\(u → v) is a forcing set of G and which is maximal in this regard (with respect to inclusion). Clearly, (u * → v * ) described in Lemma 5 is the largest feasible segment (or rather, a largest feasible segment since there could be several feasible segments with the same maximum cardinality -see, e.g., Figure 3 ). Let A(C) = {p 1 , . . . , p k } be the set of articulation points in C in counterclockwise order. The following lemmas will allow us to enumerate the feasible segments of C; recall that p(v) denotes the number of pendant paths attached to vertex v. Lemma 6. Let G be a unicyclic graph, C be the vertex set of the cycle of G and suppose |A(C)| ≥ 3. Let
and for i ∈ I 2 with i read modulo k, let
Then, the set {D 2 i : i ∈ I 2 } contains the largest feasible segment which has two articulation points.
Proof. We will first show that if {p i , p i+1 , p i+2 , p i+3 } ⊂ A(C) with p i+1 ∈ R 1 , p i+2 ∈ R 1 , and p i+1 ∼ p i+2 , then S := (p i → p i+3 )\f (p i , p i+3 ) is a feasible segment. First note that S is indeed a segment, since f 2 (p i , p i+3 ) can only remove the leaves of G[(p i → p i+3 )] from (p i → p i+3 ). If R := M ∪ C\S is a set of initially colored vertices, any uncolored vertex in a pendant path, except the ones adjacent to p i+1 and p i+2 , can be forced either by its base -if its base is in M -or by the vertex the pendant path is attached to -if its base is not in M . This includes any pendent paths attached to p i and p i+3 , since if they exist, (p i →) and (← p i+3 ) would respectively be added to the forcing set by f 2 , ensuring that the bases of these paths are the only uncolored neighbors of p i and p i+3 . Thus, both ends of S are either able to initiate a forcing chain reaching p i+1 and p i+2 , or are themselves p i+1 or p i+2 (if p i happens to be adjacent to p i+1 , or if p i+2 ∼ p i+3 ). In either case, p i+1 and p i+2 will be colored at some step of the forcing process, whereupon each will be able to force their respective uncolored attached pendant paths. Thus, R is a forcing set of G.
We will now show that S is maximal, by showing that if either end of S is removed from R, the resulting set would not be forcing or would not be connected. First note that if p(p i ) = 0 and p(p i+3 ) = 0, S is clearly maximal since by Lemma 4, neither p i nor p i+3 can be excluded from the forcing set. Next, note that p i+1 and p i+2 must be forced by two distinct forcing chains, since if a single forcing chain were to force them, then the first of p i+1 and p i+2 to be forced would have two uncolored neighbors, and could not force the other. Thus, if one or both of p i and p i+3 are attached to a pendant path, then (p i →) and (← p i+3 ) cannot be removed from R since then one or both ends of the segment would not be able to initiate a forcing chain.
In the special case of p i = p i+3 , which happens when |A(C) = 3|, p i+1 and p i+2 must still be forced by two distinct forcing chains; if p i is attached to a pendant path, then both its clockwise and counterclockwise neighbors must be added to the forcing set; the first case in the definition of f 2 remains valid for this situation. If p i is not attached to a pendant path, then one of its neighbors (say, the counterclockwise one) must nevertheless be added to the forcing set since p i cannot initiate two distinct forcing chains on its own. This is reflected in the second case of the definition of f 2 .
Thus, every segment in D 2 := {D 2 i : i ∈ I 2 } is feasible. Suppose there is a feasible segment S which contains two articulation points p and q but which is not in D 2 . The articulation points p and q must be adjacent, since otherwise (p → q) = ∅ and by a similar argument as in Lemma 4, the vertices in (p → q) cannot be forced. Moreover, by Lemma 4, p and q must be attached only to single pendant paths; thus, they are some adjacent p i+1 and p i+2 in R 1 ; note that p i and p i+3 exist (and are possibly equal), since by assumption |A(C)| ≥ 3. By a similar argument as above, S cannot contain either end of S := (p i → p i+3 )\f 2 (p i , p i+3 ) so S can be at most equal to S. Moreover, since S is maximal, it cannot be a proper subset of S since we have shown that M ∪ C\S is a forcing set of G; therefore, S is precisely equal to S. Thus, by construction, D 2 contains every feasible segment which has two articulation points, and in particular, the largest one. Note that D 2 could also contain some segments that have fewer articulation points, which happens if p i+1 or p i+2 is subtracted from
Lemma 7. Let G be a unicyclic graph, C be the vertex set of the cycle of G and suppose |A(C)| ≥ 2. Let
and for i ∈ I 1 with i read modulo k, let
Then, the set {D 1 i : i ∈ I 1 } contains the largest feasible segment which has one articulation point.
Proof. We will first show that if
) is a maximal segment containing at most one articulation point for which R := M ∪ C\S is a forcing set of G. First, by a similar argument as in Lemma 6, all pendant paths of G attached to vertices other than p i and p i+2 can get forced by their bases or the vertices to which they are attached. If neither p i nor p i+2 is adjacent to p i+1 , then by a similar argument as in Lemma 6, two separate forcing chains are needed to color p i+1 and the pendant path attached to it; the first case in the definition of f 1 assures that this can happen in the same way as when the segment contains two articulation points, and that any pendant paths attached to p i and p i+2 whose bases are not in M get colored as well. If p i (but not p i+2 ) is adjacent to p i+1 and if p i+2 is attached to a pendant path, then f 1 adds (← p i+2 ) to the forcing set, which initiates a forcing chain to color S and allows p i+1 to force its attached pendant path; then p i and p i+2 will also be able to force any pendant paths attached to them whose bases are not in M . Similarly, if p i+2 is not attached to a pendant path, then it is able to initiate a forcing chain to color S on its own; by symmetry, the same argument shows that S gets colored if p i+2 (but not p i ) is adjacent to p i+1 . If both p i and p i+2 are adjacent to p i+1 , then p i+1 must be added to the forcing set only if both p i and p i+2 are attached to pendant paths; this is reflected in the fourth case of the definition of f 1 .
Finally, in the special case of p i = p i+2 , which happens when C has 2 articulation points, there are several possible situations. If p i ∼ p i+1 , there must again be two forcing chains initiating outside S which force p i+1 ; the first line of the definition of f 1 is valid for this case, by a similar reasoning as in the special case of Lemma 6. If p i ∼ p i+1 and p i is attached to a pendant path, then a neighbor of p i in C different from p i+1 must be added to R by f 1 , so that this neighbor can initiate a forcing chain around C to p i+1 and the pendant path attached to it. If p i ∼ p i+1 and p i is not attached to a pendant path, then any neighbor of p i in C can be added to R by f 1 to ensure G is forced (including the one different from p i+1 ). This is reflected in the fifth case of the definition of f 1 . Thus, we have seen that in all cases, R is a forcing set of G.
We will now show that S is maximal, by showing that if either end of S is removed from R, the resulting set would not be forcing, or would not be connected, or would contain two articulation points. First note that if neither p i nor p i+2 is adjacent to p i+1 , then by the same reasoning as in Lemma 6, S is maximal. If p i ∼ p i+1 , then the other end of S must be able to initiate a forcing chain. Thus, if p i+2 is attached to a pendant path, then (← p i+2 ) cannot be removed from R since then p i+2 would not be able to initiate a forcing chain.
Thus, every segment in
} is a maximal segment containing at most one articulation point, whose exclusion from M ∪ C yields a forcing set of G. Suppose there is a feasible segment S containing one articulation point p which is not in D 1 . By Lemma 4, the articulation point p must be attached only to a single pendant path. Thus, this is some p i+1 in R 1 ; note that p i and p i+2 exist (and are possibly equal), since by assumption |A(C)| ≥ 2. By a similar argument as above, S cannot contain either end of S := (p i → p i+2 )\f 1 (p i , p i+1 , p i+2 ), up to the arbitrary choice made by f 1 when it must subtract one of two possible vertices from the segment in order to assure the resulting set is forcing, which does not affect the size of the segment. Thus, S can be at most equal in size to S; moreover, since S is maximal, it cannot be a proper subset of S since we have shown that M ∪ C\S is a forcing set of G. Thus, by construction, D 1 contains a feasible segment of maximum size among all feasible segments with one articulation point. Lemma 8. Let G be a unicyclic graph, C be the vertex set of the cycle of G and suppose |A(C)| ≥ 1. Let
and for i ∈ I 0 with i read modulo k, let
Then, the set {D 0 i : i ∈ I 0 } contains the largest feasible segment which has no articulation points.
is a maximal segment containing no articulation points for which R := M ∪ C\S is a forcing set of G. First, by a similar argument as in Lemma 6, all pendant paths of G -except any pendant paths attached to p i and p i+1 whose bases are not in M -can get forced by their bases or by the vertices to which they are attached. If at least one of p i and p i+1 is not attached to a pendant path, then the vertex not attached to a pendant path can initiate a forcing chain which colors (p i → p i+1 ), and then the other vertex will be able to force its pendant path whose base is not in M , if it exists. Similarly, if both p i and p i+1 are attached to pendant paths, then f 0 adds (p i →) to the forcing set, which is able to initiate a forcing chain to color S. Note that if p i ∼ p i+1 , R = M ∪ C regardless of whether p i and p i+1 are attached to pendant paths. Thus, R is a forcing set of G. R is also maximal, since if either end of S is removed from R, the resulting set would either contain an articulation point, or would not be forcing, or would not be connected.
In the special case of p i = p i+1 , which happens when G has a single articulation point p 1 , regardless of whether or not p 1 is attached to a pendant path, one of its neighbors in C -say, the counterclockwise one -must be added to R in order to initiate a forcing chain. This is reflected in the first case of the definition of f 0 .
Thus, every segment of D 0 := {D 0 i : i ∈ I 0 } is a maximal segment containing no articulation points whose exclusion from M ∪ C yields a forcing set of G. Moreover, every feasible segment containing no articulation points must either have two ends which are articulation points, at least one of which is not attached to a pendant path, or have one end which is an articulation point attached to a pendant path, and another end which is a neighbor of an articulation point attached to a pendant path -otherwise the segment would contain an articulation point, or would not be forcing, or would not be maximal. Thus, by construction, D 0 contains every feasible segment which has no articulation points, up to the arbitrary choice of whether f 0 (u, v) subtracts (u →) or (← v), which does not affect the size of the segment. In particular, D 0 contains a feasible segment of maximum size among all feasible segments with no articulation points.
For an illustration of the constructions in Lemmas 6, 7, and 8, see Figure 3 which shows a unicyclic graph with feasible segments of maximum size containing zero, one, and two articulation points. 
and a minimum connected forcing set of G can be found in O(n) time.
Proof. If |A(C)| = 0, then G is a cycle, and two adjacent vertices of G clearly form a minimum connected forcing set. Thus, we will henceforth assume |A(C)| ≥ The zero forcing number and path cover number of unicyclic graphs have been investigated in [17, 30, 32] and have been shown to coincide. We conclude this section by characterizing the unicyclic graphs for which Z(G) = Z c (G), and thus describing the connectivity of the minimum zero forcing sets of unicyclic graphs. Proof. Let G be a unicyclic graph satisfying Z c (G) = Z(G). Let C be the vertex set of the cycle of G, let R be an arbitrary minimum connected forcing set of G, and fix an arbitrary chronological list of forces for R. Suppose for contradiction that G has a vertex v ∈ C ∩ (R 2 ∪ R 3 ). If there is a component T of G − v which is a tree different from a path, then the vertex u in T which is adjacent to v (in G) is also in R 2 ∪ R 3 , and is therefore not forced by v. Let Z be the set obtained by removing v from R and replacing each vertex of T in R which is the base of a pendant path or which is a vertex in R 3 that forces a pendant path, by the leaf of that pendant path. In other words, Z is obtained by reversing each forcing chain contained in T . We claim that Z is a zero forcing set of G. To see why, note that each colored leaf will force its pendant path and the vertex to which it is attached; thus, whether or not u forces a vertex in T , at some point in the forcing process, u will be colored along with all its neighbors except v. Then, u will force v, whereupon the set of colored vertices will include R and will thus be able to color the rest of G. On the other hand, if no component of G − v is a tree different from a path, then since v ∈ R 2 ∪ R 3 , there must be at least two pendant paths attached to v. The set Z obtained by removing v from R and replacing the base of one of the pendants which is in M by the leaf of that pendant is also a zero forcing set of G by a similar reasoning as in the case above. Thus, if C ∩ (R 2 ∪ R 3 ) = ∅, then Z(G) ≤ |Z| < |R| = Z c (G). It follows that C ∩ (R 2 ∪ R 3 ) = ∅ and that each articulation point of C is in R 1 . Now, for any v ∈ C, define (v) to be v if v is not an articulation point, and to be the leaf of the pendant path attached to v if v is an articulation point. Suppose for contradiction that |R∩C| ≥ 3. As shown in Lemma 3, R can exclude at most one segment of C, which implies that R ∩ C also forms a segment; thus, there are vertices {u, v, w} ⊂ R ∩ C such that u ∼ v and v ∼ w. We claim Z := R\{u, v, w} ∪ { (u), (v)} is a zero forcing set of G. To see why, note that whether or not u and v are attached to pendant paths, at the first stage of the forcing process, (u) and (v) can initiate forcing chains which color u and v; next, w will be the only uncolored neighbor of v, and v can force w. At this point, the set of colored vertices contains R, and can therefore color all of G; this means Z(G) ≤ |Z| < |R| = Z c (G) -a contradiction. Thus, |R ∩ C| < 3; on the other hand, by Proposition 3, |R ∩ C| ≥ 2, so |R ∩ C| = 2. By inspection, only the unicyclic graphs in Figure 4 satisfy this condition and the condition that each articulation point of C is in R 1 . Figure 4 does not include all unicyclic graphs with zero forcing number 2; one can easily find a unicyclic graph G with Z(G) = 2 and Z c (G) > 2. Proposition 4 allows us to make the following characterization of the minimum zero forcing sets of unicyclic graphs.
Remark 1. Note that
Corollary 2. For all unicyclic graphs except the ones in Figure 4 , any minimum zero forcing set is disconnected.
Cactus and block graphs with no pendant paths
We will now characterize the connected forcing numbers of cactus and block graphs which have no pendant paths. The general case is deferred to future work. Before we begin, we need the following definition.
Definition 3. Let G be a graph, let G 0 = G, and for i ≥ 1, let G i = G i−1 − {all non-articulation points of the outer blocks of G i−1 }. We will say a block of G has depth i if it is an outer block of G i .
Proposition 5. Let G = (V, E) be a block graph with no pendant paths and b be the number of blocks of G which have at least one non-articulation vertex. Then
Proof. Let Q be a set containing one non-articulation vertex from each block of G which has non-articulation vertices. We claim that R := V \Q is a minimum connected forcing set of G. G[R] is clearly connected, since deleting one nonarticulation vertex from each block by definition does not disconnect G. Next, since G has no pendant paths, each outer block of G has size at least 3; thus, each outer block has at least two non-articulation vertices, one of which is in Q and the other of which is in R and can force the first. Thus, each block at depth 0 can be forced. Now suppose every block at depth at most i ≥ 0 has been colored and let B be a block at depth i + 1. By definition, B must have an articulation point p adjacent only to blocks at depth less than i + 1 (besides B), since otherwise B would not be an outer block when all blocks of smaller depth are deleted. Since all blocks adjacent to p besides B have been colored by assumption, p can force an uncolored non-articulation vertex in B, if such a vertex exists. Thus, each block at depth i + 1 will get colored as well. By induction, every block in the graph can get forced by R, so R is a connected forcing set. Now, let S be an arbitrary minimum connected forcing set of G. By Proposition 3, S must contain at least δ(G[B]) = |B| − 1 vertices from each block B of G. Moreover, since G has no pendant paths, all articulation points of G are in R 2 or R 3 , so by Lemma 2, all articulation points of G must be in S. Thus, S can exclude at most one vertex from each of the b blocks that have non-articulation vertices, so |S| ≥ n − b. Thus, R is a minimum connected forcing set. Proposition 6. Let G = (V, E) be a cactus graph with no pendant paths. Let C be the collection of vertex sets of cycles of G and b be the number of outer blocks of G. For C ∈ C, let D C be the largest segment of C which does not contain articulation points of C. Then, Z c (G) = n − C∈C |D C | + b, if G is not a cycle, and Z c (G) = 2 if G is a cycle.
Proof. Clearly Z c (G) = 2 if G is a cycle, so suppose henceforth that G is not a cycle. Let Q be a set containing one vertex from each outer block of G which is adjacent to the articulation point of the outer block. Let D := C∈C D C and R := (V \D) ∪ Q. We claim that R is a minimum connected forcing set of G. R is connected, since deleting one segment containing no articulation points from each cycle block does not disconnect G. Next, since G has no pendant paths, each outer block of G is a cycle in which the articulation point and one of its neighbors (the one in Q) are in R. In each outer block, the colored neighbor of the articulation point will initiate a forcing chain around the cycle; thus, each block at depth 0 can be forced. Now suppose every block at depth at most i ≥ 0 has been colored and let B be a block at depth i + 1. If B is a cut edge block, then both vertices of B are already in R. If B is a cycle block, then let (u → v) be the segment missing from B. By definition, one of u and v -say, u -must be adjacent only to blocks at depth less than i + 1 (besides B), since otherwise B would not be an outer block when all blocks of smaller depth are deleted. Since all blocks adjacent to u besides B have been colored by assumption, u can initiate a forcing chain which colors the segment (u → v). Thus, each block at depth i + 1 will get colored as well. By induction, every block in the graph can get forced by R, so R is a connected forcing set.
Finally, suppose there is a connected forcing set R with |R | < |R|. Let B be the vertex set of some block of G which contains fewer vertices of R than of R. B cannot be the vertex set of a cut edge block of G, since both vertices in each cut edge block are in R 2 and hence belong to R by Lemma 2. B also cannot be an outer block, since every outer block is a cycle and by Proposition 3, R contains at least δ(G[B]) = 2 vertices from each such block. Thus, B must be a non-outer cycle block of G. However, by Lemma 3, the vertices of B which R excludes form a segment of B, but by construction, this segment cannot be bigger than the segment excluded from R. This is a contradiction, so R is a minimum connected forcing set. Since the segments {D C : C ∈ C} are disjoint,
Remark 2. The characterizations of Propositions 5 and 6 are constructive, and minimum connected forcing sets of cactus and block graphs with no pendant paths can be found in linear time, by a similar analysis as in Theorem 4.
Connected forcing and matroids
In this section, we investigate a relation between connected forcing sets, greedoids, and matroids. A matroid is an ordered pair (S, I) where S is a finite set and I is a subset of P(S) (the power set of S) satisfying (M1) ∅ ∈ I (M2) If J ⊂ J ∈ I then J ∈ I (M3) For every A ⊂ S, every maximal subset of A in I has the same cardinality.
An ordered pair (S, I) which satisfies only (M1) and (M3) is called a greedoid. Matroids and greedoids have been studied extensively; see, e.g., [26, 29] for some of their fundamental properties, and in particular their connection to the greedy algorithm. We can define a greedy algorithm for finding a connected forcing set of a graph G = (V, E) as follows:
Set R = V ; While there exists v ∈ R with R\{v} being a connected forcing set, Replace R by R\{v}.
Clearly, this algorithm always produces a connected forcing set. Our next results show that in some graphs, the greedy algorithm produces a minimum connected forcing set, and that the collection of all connected forcing sets can be used to define greedoids and matroids.
Theorem 5. Let T be the family of trees, T be the family of trees whose pendant paths have length one, and B be the family of block graphs with no pendant paths.
1. Let G = (V, E) ∈ T ∪ B, G P n , and let I be the set of all connected forcing sets of G. Then (V, P(V )\I) is a greedoid. 2. Let G = (V, E) ∈ T ∪ B, G P n , and let I be the set of all connected forcing sets of G. Then (V, P(V )\I) is a matroid.
Proof. Suppose G is a tree different from a path and let A ⊂ V . If a ∈ A\(R 2 ∪ R 3 ), then a belongs to a pendant path of G. Let X 1 (A) be the set containing, for all a ∈ A\(R 2 ∪ R 3 ), the vertices of the pendant path containing a which lie between a and the base of that pendant path, including a and the base of the path. Let X 2 (A) be the set containing, for v ∈ R 3 , all-but-one bases of pendant paths attached to v which do not belong to pendant paths containing vertices of A. We claim that a minimal superset S of A which is a connected forcing set of G is the union of R 2 , R 3 , X 1 (A) and X 2 (A). First, note that S is clearly a superset of A since A ⊂ R 2 ∪ R 3 ∪ X 1 (A); S is also connected, since the only vertices of G which are not in S are connected parts of some pendant paths which contain the leaves of those pendant paths, and deleting those does not disconnect G. S is also forcing, since it contains M , which by Theorem 2 is a minimum connected forcing set of G. Now suppose for contradiction that for some s ∈ S, S\{s} is also a connected forcing set. By Lemma 2, R 2 ∪ R 3 ⊂ S, so s / ∈ R 2 ∪ R 3 . Since each a ∈ A\R 2 ∪ R 3 is in S, since the vertex attached to the pendant path containing a is in S, and since S is connected, S must also contain all vertices in that pendant path which lie between a and the base of the pendant path; thus s / ∈ X 1 (A). Finally, by Lemma 2, S must contain all-but-one bases of pendant paths attached to each v ∈ V ; thus, s / ∈ X 2 (A). Therefore, S is minimal. Since R 2 , R 3 and X 1 (A) are determined by the structure of G and the given set A, and the arbitrary choice of bases in X 2 (A) does not affect the cardinality of X 2 (A), every minimal superset S of A which is a connected forcing set of G has the same cardinality.
Next, suppose G is a block graph which has no pendant paths and is different from a path and let A ⊂ V . Let X(A) be the set containing, for each block B of G, one non-articulation vertex in B which is not in A, if such a vertex exists.
We claim that a minimal superset S of A which is a connected forcing set of G equals V \X(A). First, note that by construction, S is a superset of A. S is also connected, since it excludes only non-articulation points of G, and S is forcing, since it contains a minimum connected forcing set of G, namely, R as defined in the proof of Proposition 5. Suppose there is some s ∈ S such that S\{s} is also a connected forcing set of G. By Lemma 2, s is a non-articulation vertex of some block B, and s / ∈ A. However, since X(A) contains a vertex from each block which has a non-articulation point which is not in A, X(A) must already include a vertex from B. However, by Proposition 3, S cannot exclude two vertices from B. Thus S is minimal, and since the arbitrary choice of vertices in X(A) does not affect the cardinality of X(A), every minimal superset S of A which is a connected forcing set of G has the same cardinality.
For any G = (V, E) ∈ T ∪ B, V is clearly a connected forcing set of G. Thus, the ordered pair (V, I) satisfies (M1 ) V ∈ I (M3 ) For every A ⊂ V , every minimal superset of A in I has the same cardinality. Now, it can be verified that (V, P(V )\I) satisfies properties (M1) and (M3) and is therefore a greedoid.
Suppose G is a tree whose pendant paths have length one, and let J be an arbitrary connected forcing set of G. Since by Lemma 2, M ⊂ J, the only vertices of G not in J are some of the leaves of G. Let J be a superset of J. Since each leaf of G is adjacent to a vertex in J and since J ⊂ J is a forcing set of G, J is also a connected forcing set of G.
Suppose G is a block graph with no pendant paths and let J be an arbitrary connected forcing set of G. By Proposition 5, the only vertices of G not in J are up to one non-articulation vertex in each block of G. Let J be a superset of J. Since each non-articulation vertex of G is adjacent to a vertex in J and since J ⊂ J is a forcing set of G, J is also a connected forcing set of G.
Thus, for any G = (V, E) ∈ T ∪ B, the ordered pair (V, I) satisfies (M2 ) If J ⊃ J ∈ I then J ∈ I.
Moreover, since T ∪ B ⊂ T ∪ B, (V, I) satisfies properties (M1 ) and (M3 ) as well. Thus, it can be verified that (V, P(V )\I) satisfies properties (M1), (M2), and (M3) and is therefore a matroid.
We will now briefly address several (negative) results related to Theorem 5.
1. If G = (V, E) is an arbitrary cactus or block graph (or a cactus graph with no pendant paths) and I is the collection of connected forcing sets of G, then (V, P(V )\I) is not necessarily a greedoid. As a simple counterexample, let G be the graph obtained by attaching two pendants to a triangle, each to a different vertex. Let S 1 be the set containing both vertices of G of degree 3, and one vertex of degree 1, and S 2 be the set containing one vertex of degree 3 and one vertex of degree 2. S 1 and S 2 are minimal connected forcing sets, but do not have the same cardinality.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have furthered the study of the connected variant of zero forcing. Connected forcing sets can be potentially applicable to modeling various physical phenomena, and the connected forcing number is a sharp upper bound to important graph parameters like the zero forcing number, path cover number, and maximum nullity. We have identified several structural results of connected forcing relating to forcing spread, graph density, and induced subgraphs, some of which can also be used in the study of zero forcing. We have also shown that the problem CZF is NP-complete. This result motivates the following question:
Question 1. For which families of graphs is CZF solvable in polynomial time?
We have provided a partial answer to Question 1 by finding linear time algorithms for CZF in unicyclic graphs, as well as block graphs and cactus graphs with no pendant paths. Our second question relating to these findings is as follows.
Question 2.
What is the connected forcing number of cactus graphs and block graphs which have pendant paths?
More generally, it would be useful to develop a framework for computing the connected forcing number of a graph with cut vertices in terms of the connected forcing numbers of its blocks. Such a framework has been developed for the zero forcing number (see, e.g., [30] ), but the same approach does not carry over to connected forcing due to the unboundedness of the connected forcing spread of vertices and edges.
Finally, we showed that for some families of graphs, the greedy algorithm produces minimum connected forcing sets, and the collections of connected forcing sets can be used to define greedoids and matroids. This motivates our last question, which is also a special case of Question 1.
Question 3. For which families of graphs are CZF and ZF solvable by the greedy algorithm?
